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Chapter 341: Removing The Seal (1) 

 

 

 

"Master, I have found a solution for your condition now. However, I cannot guarantee the result." In the 

bamboo hut, Yun Lintian faced Lin Zixuan with a serious expression.  

 

"Can you explain about it?" Standing behind Lin Zixuan, Jiang Yingyue asked. Meanwhile, Murong Xue, 

Nantian Fengyu, and Lin Xinyao were also looking at Yun Lintian, waiting for his explanation. 

 

"The seal within Master's body is called Life Leeching Seal. It is one of the most powerful seals in the 

Monarch-rank. If it was planted in the target's body, it would slowly absorb the target's vitality to 

strengthen itself. When it reached a certain point, the target would die and become a lifeless puppet 

under the seal's control." Yun Lintian gave them a brief introduction to the Life Leeching Seal. 

 

The expressions of everyone turned unsightly upon hearing this. They didn't expect this seal to be this 

vicious. It could actually make the target become a puppet. 

 

"To get rid of it, I have to take out all of its roots together at once. This process is difficult, but it's not 

out of my hands. The real difficult one is how to take it out without making the seal's owner notice it." 

Yun Lintian explained further. 

 

"So I come up with a solution. We will make a dummy of Master up by using her blood and aura. This 

process might be risky because the Master's body condition is not good…Also, I can't restore Master's 

vitality even if we managed to take the seal out in the end. Master's lifespan would still be the same as 

of now." 

 

Everyone looked at each other and didn't know what to say for a moment. 

 

"Let's do it." Lin Zixuan suddenly said. Before this, she had almost given up on her life because she didn't 

want to harm people around her. However, upon listening to everyone's persuasion yesterday, she had 

come to a decision. It was better to die on the battlefield than dying here without doing anything. 



 

"Master…" Nantian Fengyu spoke worriedly. Her childish side was nowhere to be seen at this moment. 

 

"Didn't you want me to do this yesterday? How come you are worrying now?" Lin Zixuan smiled faintly. 

 

Nantian Fengyu bit her lips, lowering her head without a word as if she was about to cry. 

 

"Silly girl. You have to trust in your junior brother. He will definitely save our Master." Murong Xue said 

softly while hugging Nantian Fengyu's shoulders. 

 

The light in Jiang Yingyue's eyes stirred slightly, but she didn't say anything in the end. No one knew 

what she was thinking right now. 

 

"I think we should ask Palace Master Han to come here. At least, she would be able to do anything if 

there's a mishap." Yun Lintian suggested.  

 

"I'll contact Master now." Lin Xinyao took out a transmission jade and contacted Han Bingling directly. 

 

While waiting for Han Bingling, Yun Lintian looked at Lin Zixuan and asked. "Master, you really don't 

want to tell me about the enemy? Don't you think it's better for me to know about it so that I can 

prepare a countermeasure?" 

 

Lin Zixuan was silent for a brief moment and said. "We will talk about it after you've taken care of the 

seal." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded and started to prepare a dummy target. He took out a human-like wooden totem he 

had prepared beforehand and inscribed a soul and blood-holding runes on it. 

 

Woosh! 

 

All of a sudden, Han Bingling appeared in the room, and she straightly asked. "Have you decided, 

Sister?" 



 

Lin Zixuan smiled faintly. "It's time to change." 

 

Han Bingling stared at Lin Zixuan for a long time before turning to Yun Lintian and saying with a rare 

serious tone. "You must save her." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded his head. "I'll try my best." 

 

Afterward, Yun Lintian told Lin Zixuan to lie on the bed, and he moved to her side, putting the wooden 

dummy nearby her body.  

 

Meanwhile, Han Bingling erected an enormously powerful isolation barrier to cover the entire 

Moonlight Peak as if they were about to face a strong enemy. 

 

Yun Lintian sat on a stool beside the bed and said. "Please allow me to first check your pulse, Master. 

Please be at ease and relax your body." 

 

Following that, Yun Lintian gently closed his eyes and grabbed Lin Zixuan's wrinkled wrist while releasing 

his profound energy. Instantly, a warm and gentle profound energy flowed into her channels and moved 

toward every corner of her body. 

 

In just a short few dozens of breaths, Yun Lintian opened his eyes and retracted his hand as he said. 

"Master, I will draw a few drops of your blood essence out, as well as a portion of your aura. I hope 

Master can endure the pain for a moment." 

 

"Go ahead. Don't worry about me much." Lin Zixuan said calmly as if her life and death didn't matter to 

her. 

 

Yun Lintian did not speak any further and pointed his index finger that was covered with sharp profound 

energy at Lin Zixuan's navel area. His finger immediately sunk into her navel with a gentle push, and a 

few droplets of shining red-colored blood slowly emerged from the wound. 

 



Yun Lintian swiftly retracted his finger and used his profound energy to draw the droplets of blood into 

the wooden dummy on the side. At the same time, he activated the runes on the wooden dummy, and 

Lin Zixuan's blood essence immediately flowed within it in the same way as it flowed in the human body. 

 

Following that, Yun Lintian used a silver needle to pierce into Lin Zixuan's soul gate between her brows 

and drew a tiny portion of her soul out before putting it into the wooden dummy. 

 

Closing the wound and retrieving the silver needle on Lin Zixuan's body, Yun Lintian let out a long breath 

and said. "The initial step is done. Now, I will take the seal out. Master, please don't resist during the 

process. Otherwise, the seal will act up, and the consequence will be very severe." 

 

"Go." Lin Zixuan replied. 

 

Yun Lintian took a few deep breaths to calm himself down for a moment. Suddenly, his eyes shone with 

golden light, and his hands started to move… 

Chapter 342: Removing The Seal (2) 

 

 

 

Through Eyes of Heaven, Yun Lintian spread his Spiritual Sense out to trace along with the seal's 

complicated roots one by one. It took him ten minutes before he could cover the entire seal's roots 

without leaving one behind. 

 

In order to prevent any accident from occurring in the following process, Yun Lintian fed Lin Zixuan a 

high-level healing pill and pierced a few silver needles through the important gates beforehand.  

 

After confirming there was no mistake in the preparation, a small knife silently appeared in Yun Lintian's 

right hand. He swiftly stabbed it into Lin Zixuan's body, right above the seal area on her chest, and 

successfully created a palm-size hole on it. During this process, Lin Zixuan didn't even frown once. It was 

as if she didn't feel any pain. 

 

Tossing the knife to the side, Yun Lintian didn't hesitate to wrap the seal's roots with his profound 

energy before slowly uprooting all of them at the same time. 



 

"Ugh." This time, Lin Zixuan immediately groaned in pain. She felt her body was about to tear apart as 

countless small holes appeared on her internal organs. Blood slowly seeped out through the hole in her 

chest. 

 

The expressions of Han Bingling and others became tense when they saw this. However, no one dared 

to utter any sound for fear it might affect Yun Lintian's concentration. 

 

Sweats emerged on Yun Lintian's forehead as the golden light in his eyes started to sway due to the 

intense focus. He didn't dare to be distracted in the slightest and continued to uproot the seal's roots 

with caution. 

 

Thirty minutes passed by, Yun Lintian managed to remove the seal's roots altogether with no accident. 

However, as he was about to feel at ease, the Life Leeching Seal suddenly shook and became active. Its 

roots started to move frantically, looking for Lin Zixuan's internal organs. 

 

Puff! 

 

Lin Zixuan immediately coughed up blood, and her body twitched violently. 

 

Yun Lintian's complexion abruptly changed and shouted. "Help me pin her down!" 

 

Han Bingling was the first to react as her figure flashed and arrived beside Lin Zixuan. She hurriedly 

pressed Lin Zixuan's shoulders down with both hands and beckoned Jiang Yingyue and others to take 

care of Lin Zixuan's legs. 

 

Yun Lintian simply had no time to think of the cause of the seal acting up. He picked up the wooden 

dummy and plunged it into Lin Zixuan's opened wound. At the same time, he tried his best to move all 

the seal's roots into the wooden dummy currently laid above the seal. 

 

At this moment, the seal was like an ugly octopus trying to get out of Yun Lintian's control by swinging 

its tentacles around desperately. Yun Lintian gritted his teeth and injected more of his profound energy 

to suppress the seal's roots.  



 

Unfortunately, the roots suddenly burst out with great strength. One of its roots successfully broke out 

of Yun Lintian's control before swiftly piercing into Lin Zixuan's lung, causing the latter to hiss painfully. 

 

"I will act now!" Han Bingling saw the situation was not good. She quickly utilized her profound energy 

and prepared to take action. 

 

"Stop! Your profound energy will make it rampage more. Leave it to me!" Yun Lintian yelled out as 

lightning sparks appeared around his body.  

 

He quickly turned the profound energy currently covering the seal's roots into the lightning-attribute 

one. Surprisingly, it worked so perfectly as the seal's roots were shrinking back almost in an instant upon 

touching with the lightning energy. 

 

Yun Lintian seized this chance to move all the seal's roots and the seal itself onto the wooden dummy. 

The seal's roots seemed to discover a source of vitality and quickly wrapped around the wooden dummy 

tightly. 

 

Seeing this, Yun Lintian used his bare hand to grab the wooden dummy and pull it out as fast as possible. 

 

Instantaneously, the wooden dummy and the seal were exposed in the air. Its ugly and vicious 

appearance came to everyone's sight, causing a chill to run down on their spines. They couldn't believe 

such a hideous thing had been living in Lin Zixuan for all this time. 

 

The seal's roots were trying to drill into Yun Lintian's hand, but they were scared away by his lightning 

sparks. Yun Lintian quickly put the wooden dummy into a rigid container with sealing runes before 

closing the lid and activating the runes. 

 

Yun Lintian then turned around and closed the wound on Lin Zixuan's body while stuffing the healing pill 

into her mouth. A few minutes later, the wounds on Lin Zixuan's internal organs and chest were 

gradually improved and successfully passed the danger threshold. 

 

It was at this time, Yun Lintian could finally be relieved. "We've succeeded." 



 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief simultaneously and looked at each other with a smile. 

 

"Thank you, Lintian." Han Bingling suddenly bowed her head slightly, catching Yun Lintian off-guard. 

 

Yun Lintian hurriedly said. "You don't have to say these things. It is my duty to do this. She's my master, 

after all." For fearing Han Bingling would continue to say gratitude words, Yun Lintian changed the topic. 

"Can you tell me now, who is the person that planted this vicious seal on Master?" 

 

As his voice fell, silence immediately descended, and the atmosphere unknowingly turned solemn. Yun 

Lintian looked at everyone in confusion but didn't say a word. He had a hunch that this person was 

someone they could not resist. 

 

"Big Sister Mumu, do you know who that person is?" On the side, Linlin asked Mumu curiously. 

 

"He's the currently most powerful person in this world… Azure Palace Master." Mumu replied. There 

was clearly a trace of hatred in her voice. 

 

Linlin's eyes widened open in surprise. "Why did he do this?" 

 

"It's complicated. Wait for them to talk about it." Mumu responded while looking at Yun Lintian, 

appearing as if she was thinking of something. 

 

"Tell him. He cannot escape from the relationship now." Lin Zixuan said weakly as she tried to get up. 

Although her strength hadn't yet returned, she now seemed to regain her original confidence. 

 

Han Bingling slowly nodded her head. She took a deep look at Yun Lintian and said. "He's the current 

Azure Palace Master, Weilan Tianjun." 

Chapter 343: The Past Event 

 

 

 



"Azure Palace Master?" Yun Lintian's brows pricked… Isn't this too cliche? The biggest villain has to be 

the most powerful person in the world. 

 

Han Bingling glanced at Lin Xinyao briefly and asked Yun Lintian. "Have you ever heard there are other 

worlds beyond our world?" 

 

Yun Lintian nodded. "I always believe there are other worlds that similar or surpass ours." 

 

Everyone looked at Yun Lintian in surprise. Yun Lintian seemed to be extremely confident about this. 

What made him think so?… They would probably vomit blood if they knew Yun Lintian's source of 

confidence was coming from the novels he had read. 

 

Han Bingling was silent for a moment and said. "Thirty years ago, a celestial woman was coming to this 

world from the outside. The appearance of her caused a huge sensation among the world's upper 

echelons. As you know, before this, everyone thought going out of this world was something that 

existed in the legend only. However, her existence has proven otherwise." 

 

"While everyone thought they could flatter her and hope she could bring them out of this world 

together. They soon discovered she wasn't as powerful as they had expected, which aroused greed in 

them. They wanted to capture her and extracted everything about the outside world from her."  

 

"Naturally, there were a lot of people standing on her side and tried to protect her. Sister Zixuan and I 

were one of them. We later brought her to Northern Continent and let her live under the protection of 

my Frozen Moon Palace and Sky Throne Profound Academy." 

 

"During this period, Lin Zixun, your Master's youngest brother, had fallen in love with this woman, and 

both of them had become a husband and wife later. The two of them had given birth to a beautiful 

daughter." Han Bingling paused for a moment and looked at Lin Xinyao. 

 

Yun Lintian followed Han Bingling's gaze and immediately understood everything. Lin Xinyao was Lin 

Zixuan and this celestial woman's daughter. It was no wonder she possessed the Divine Moon Profound 

Vein. 

 



Han Bingling shifted her gaze back to Yun Lintian and continued. "This peace didn't last long. When 

Xinyao was two years old, Azure Palace Lord, Weilan Tianjun, appeared along with Heavenly Sword 

Palace Master, Star Gazing Palace Master, as well as Senior Du Xiaotian of the Myriad Pill Palace. They 

had come to bring Xinyao's mother away." 

 

"Of course, Sister Zixuan, Principal Tian, and I wouldn't let bring her away, and the fight had broken out. 

Facing such a powerful lineup, our side certainly could not resist them. We ended up losing. However, at 

that moment, Xinyao's mother suddenly regained her strength. In a short period, she had severely 

injured all of them." 

 

"I don't know why she didn't kill them in the end but chose to spare them. At the same time, she told us 

that someone from her clan would soon discover her because she had released her aura. Hence, she had 

to leave this world as soon as possible, and she could not bring Xinyao with her." 

 

"Because Lin Zixun was deeply in love with her. He was adamant about going with her even though he 

knew his strength was insufficient. In the end, both of them left this world together, leaving Xinyao 

behind in our care." 

 

Speaking to this point, Han Bingling's eyes flashed with a cold light. "As soon as they left, Weilan Tianjun 

wanted to capture Xinyao and Mumu to vent his anger. Even though he was severely injured, Sister 

Zixuan and I were not his opponents. At the crucial moment, Lin Hai had intervened. He offered to 

cripple Sister Zixuan and convinced Weilan Tianjun to give up on Xinyao. After all, Xinyao's true 

profound vein had been sealed by her mother. She basically had no value in Weilan Tianjun's eyes." 

 

"So, he accepted the offer and vented his anger by planting this hideous seal on Master?" Yun Lintian 

interjected. He had thoroughly understood the ins and outs in this matter now. 

 

Han Bingling nodded her head slowly. "I knew he had given up only on the surface. The moment he has 

recovered from his severe injuries, he would definitely come to capture Xinyao." 

 

Yun Lintian lowered his head slightly, falling into contemplation. Unknowingly, he had been involved in 

such a headache plot, and the situation seemed to get bigger one after another. There was no way he 

could resist this Weilan Tianjun with his current strength.  

 

He raised his head and asked. "How much time do we have before he has recovered?" 



 

"Five years. However, if he managed to get some divine-rank treasures, it would be faster than that." 

Han Bingling answered. 

 

Yun Lintian rubbed his temples and muttered to himself. "Five years…"  

 

He was confident to reach the Saint Profound Realm within five years, but the Monarch Profound Realm 

seemed impossible. Not to mention, he had to restrict his strength in order to enter a mythical realm. In 

any case, it was too difficult to resist Weilan Tianjun. 

 

Silence descended, and the atmosphere in the room turned heavy. Everyone knew this upcoming battle 

was an impossible fight. 

 

Yun Lintian suddenly turned to Lin Xinyao and asked. "Did your mother leave anything for you?" 

 

Lin Xinyao was silent for a while before shaking her head. 

 

Han Bingling interjected. "Actually, she told me something before she left. She said the seal in Xinyao's 

body could not be removed unless it was necessary." 

 

"The seal?" Yun Lintian's eyes turned golden as he stared at the moon seal on Lin Xinyao's body. At the 

same time, the Universal Seal Artbook silently appeared in his hand. 

 

Yun Lintian swiftly flipped through the book page by page for several minutes until he found the 

information of the seal in Lin Xinyao's body.  

 

This seal was called Hiding Moon Seal, the Divine-rank seal. It was a unique seal of the Divine Moon 

Clan. It could conceal the Divine Moon Profound Vein, but it would restrict the target's strength.  

 

When it was released, the target's strength would soar to the limit, allowing the target to wield the 

Divine power for a short period. 

Chapter 344: Hiding Moon Seal 



 

 

 

Everyone looked at the book in Yun Lintian's hand curiously. When they caught a glimpse of the content 

in the book, they were immediately stupefied and glanced at each other in astonishment. 

 

Murong Xue thought of the books she got from Yun Lintian before and now this Universal Seal Art book. 

She was unable to hold her curiosity further. "Junior brother, where do you get all of these books from?" 

 

Yun Lintian retracted his gaze and raised his head to look at them. Seeing their curious expressions, he 

replied casually. "I picked them up from the ruins." 

 

"From the ruins?" Murong Xue frowned slightly, appearing half-believed in his words. 

 

Meanwhile, Han Bingling didn't believe in the slightest. Among everyone in this room, she was the one 

who understood Yun Lintian's background the most. It was too unbelievable for him to pick all of these 

books up somewhere. Her guess was that they were a legacy of the Misty Cloud Sect. 

 

During this period, Han Bingling didn't forget to look for the Misty Cloud Sect's information, but she 

didn't find anything until now. It was as though this sect had been totally disappeared from the world's 

history. There wasn't a tiny clue left behind except for the fact that the sect had been founded five 

thousand years ago. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't give any explanation and changed the topic. "The seal on Miss Lin's body is called the 

Hiding Moon seal. It can conceal her Divine Moon Profound Vein, but it will restrict her strength to a 

certain level. If she released it, her strength would soar above the Monarch Profound Realm in a short 

period." 

 

"Hiding Moon seal? Divine Moon Profound Vein?" Lin Zixuan muttered in confusion. 

 

The expressions of others were also the same. They had never heard about this before. 

 

Yun Lintian had a weird expression seeing this…Oops. Did I just reveal something that I shouldn't reveal? 



 

"Miss Lin's mother never told you about her origin before?" Yun Lintian asked. Since he had already 

spoken it out, he might as well tell them everything. Although he hadn't completely trusted them, they 

wouldn't necessarily be bad judging from their characters. Even if one of them betrayed Yun Lintian, he 

could just run away at that time. 

 

Han Bingling and Lin Zixuan shook their heads. Han Bingling said. "She never told us anything aside from 

there are a lot of worlds beyond this world, and one day we might be able to leave this world." 

 

"May I ask what her name is?" Yun Lintian asked further. 

 

"Yue Xiqian." Lin Xinyao replied. 

 

"Surname Yue… As expected." Yun Lintian slowly nodded his head. From the information he had, the 

mainline of the Divine Moon Clan used the character Yue as their surname. Undoubtedly, Lin Xinyao's 

mother, Yue Xiqian, was a mainline member of the Divine Moon Clan. 

 

"As expected what?" Nantian Fengyu asked curiously. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't hide anything further and told them. "Miss Lin's mother is someone from the Divine 

Moon Clan. I don't know where they are, but they are definitely a high-level existence beyond our 

comprehension. Palace Master Han and Master should understand this more than me." 

 

Han Bingling recollected her memories of Yue Xiqian for a moment and said. "You're right. The power 

she released back then was beyond the Monarch Profound Realm. In front of her, Weilan Tianjun and 

other palace masters aren't even counted as an ant. Her power is far surpassing our scope of 

understanding." 

 

Jiang Yingyue, Murong Xue, and Nantian Fengyu glanced at each other in shock. They had personally 

witnessed everything back then, but they still felt it was too incredible upon hearing Han Bingling's 

words.  

 

"So, the seal on Miss Lin's body is a trump card her mother left behind. However, my guess is that she 

would be discovered by the Divine Moon Clan upon releasing it. If that's the case, the danger we are 



about to face is several thousands of times greater than Weilan Tianjun's threat." Yun Lintian expressed 

his thought. 

 

"Think about it. What would happen to this world if one of them came to this place?" Yun Lintian 

glanced at everyone and continued. "I believe every world has its power ceilings for a reason. For 

example, the ceiling of this Azure World is the peak of Monarch Profound Realm. If some had gone 

beyond that, this world's balance might break, and who knows what would happen afterward. The 

world could break into pieces. That's why Miss Lin's mother didn't use much of her power to finish 

Weilan Tianjun." 

 

"You're saying if one of the Divine Moon Clan's members came here. This world might break apart 

because their power has surpassed the world's limit?" Murong Xue seemed to understand Yun Lintian's 

conjecture. 

 

"That's right." Yun Lintian nodded. He looked at Lin Xinyao and said further. "Therefore, Miss Lin should 

never release the seal no matter what happens… I have a way to raise the power restriction on your 

seal. So you can reach the higher realm with no problem." 

 

The expressions of everyone turned heavy, and they pretty much agreed with Yun Lintian's approach… 

However, how were they going to deal with Weilan Tianjun then? 

 

Yun Lintian naturally saw through everyone's thoughts. He smiled faintly and said. "We still have at least 

five years. There are many things we can do in these five years. Just believe in yourself." 

 

Yun Lintian had a plan to give them a high-level profound art, but he needed to observe them first for 

the time being. This was counted as a future investment. Maybe all of them could become his Misty 

Cloud Sect's assets in the future. 

 

"You are right. This is not the end." Suddenly, Lin Zixuan slowly got up from the bed. Her eyes suddenly 

shone with a purple light, seemingly penetrating everything in this world. 

 

"Master, your eyes…." Jiang Yingyue exclaimed in surprise as she saw the gleam in Lin Zixuan's eyes. 

 



Lin Zixuan turned to look at Jiang Yingyue with a smile. "Thank you for taking care of me for all this time. 

Now, it's my turn to take care of you."  

 

That was right. Lin Zixuan had completely regained her vision! 

Chapter 345: Dazzling Treasures 

 

 

 

Lin Zixuan's previous lifeless eyes were now brimming with vitality. Her gaze was extremely sharp, as 

though it could penetrate anything in this world. Unfortunately, her appearance could not be recovered, 

as the Life Leeching Seal severed most of her vitality. 

 

"That's great, Master!" Nantian Fengyu jumped up with joy and ran to Lin Zixuan's side, happily holding 

the latter's hand. 

 

"Congratulations, Master." Murong Xue said with a smile. 

 

Lin Zixuan patted Nantian Fengyu's head lovingly and said to Han Bingling. "Can you help me seal the 

news?" 

 

Han Bingling responded. "Leave it to me, Sister Zixuan." She then turned to Yun Lintian and asked. "How 

long does she need to recover?" 

 

"Half a year at least. Master's former power is too high, after all. Not to mention Master's profound vein 

has been dried up for a long time." Yun Lintian replied.  

 

Han Bingling frowned as she said. "It's too slow. Is there any way to speed it up?" 

 

Yun Lintian thought for a moment and said. "There is." He then waved his hand, and several best-grade 

Profound Stones appeared on the floor.  

 



The appearance of the best-grade Profound Stones caused everyone to startle and look at Yun Lintian in 

disbelief. 

 

While they were startling, Yun Lintian took out Celestial Buddha Lotus and said. "Master can use these 

Profound Stones to speed your recovery process up. However, Master's current profound vein is too 

weak. It's better to use this chance to temper it first before absorbing the Profound Stone." 

 

Instantaneously, the bamboo hut was filled with intense profound energy coming out of the best-grade 

Profound Stone. Combining with the overwhelming aura from Celestial Buddha Lotus, everyone felt as 

though they were lost in a paradise. 

 

"This…What is this lotus?" Murong Xue stared attentively at the golden-colored lotus in Yun Lintian's 

palm. Among everyone in this room, she was the most resourceful when it came to treasure, but she 

had no clue about this lotus. 

 

"This is divine aura." Han Bingling said with a surprise. Before this, Yun Lintian had shown the best grade 

Profound Spirit Liquid to her, and now this divine-rank lotus. She took a deep look at Yun Lintian and 

wondered how many secrets did he have?  

 

"It's called Celestial Buddha Lotus. The Divine-rank magical plant. It has the ability to strengthen one's 

profound vein." Yun Lintian explained. He turned to Lin Zixuan and said. "There are a total of nine 

leaves. Master can take one leaf at a time. Its effect is extremely potent. It's best to take it while Palace 

Master Han is around." 

 

Lin Zixuan was extremely shocked in her heart when she saw this. She didn't expect Yun Lintian to 

casually give such a rare treasure to her. She took a deep breath and said. "They are too precious. I can't 

accept it. You should save it for your own use. I don't have much time left, anyway. No need to waste 

them on me." 

 

Yun Lintian's gaze swept over everyone and did not detect any trace of greed in their eyes. He dared to 

take them out because he was willing to believe in their characters for the time being, and it seemed he 

was right this time. 

 



Yun Lintian smiled and reached out his other hand. In the next moment, a few Celestial Buddha Lotuses 

appeared in his palm as he said. "Master doesn't have to worry about me. Look, I have a lot of them. 

They're enough for me to use." 

 

This time, everyone was thoroughly dumbfounded. Since when the Divine-rank treasure was easy to find 

like a cabbage? 

 

Yun Lintian did not stop at that. He waved his hand, and a small mountain of the best-grade Profound 

Stones appeared in the room along with many buckets of the best-grade Profound Spiritual Liquid. 

 

Seeing this scene, everyone in the room didn't know what to say anymore. Their minds were blown 

away by these dazzling treasures. Even Han Bingling, who had seen a lot of high-rank treasures, was 

opening her mouth wide in a daze. She couldn't believe her eyes. 

 

"You can accept them at ease, Master." Yun Lintian said with a smile while observing everyone's face. 

Except for the shock and disbelief, there was nothing else in their eyes. 

 

Nantian Fengyu swallowed her saliva and yelled. "Good junior brother! You are hiding so many things 

from your fifth sister. Let's see how I clean you up!" Her eyes were fixated on the treasures before her 

while drooling. If it wasn't because the presence of Lin Zixuan, she would pounce on them a long time 

ago. 

 

Yun Lintian chuckled and said. "Now, do you believe we can do many things in these five years' time?" 

 

Everyone subconsciously nodded their head in agreement. With these amounts of the best grade 

Profound Stones and Profound Spiritual Liquid, they believed they could break through to the next level 

with no problem. 

 

Lin Zixuan stared at Yun Lintian for a long time before saying. "I'll accept them." 

 

Yun Lintian smiled faintly and turned to Jiang Yingyue. "Big Sister Yingyue. I can see you are about to 

break through to the Monarch Profound Realm. You can take this lotus and Profound Stones." 

 



Jiang Yingyue didn't say anything and calmly accepted the lotus from Yun Lintian. There was no need for 

the gratitude words. She had noted down in her heart and would repay him in the future. 

 

Yun Lintian looked at Murong Xue and said. "Second sister. Music sorcery is unique. I cannot forcibly 

break through by using external factors like these treasures. Although this lotus is useless on your music 

sorcery, there's no harm in strengthening your profound vein. As for this Profound Spirit Liquid, it will 

help nourish your soul. You should take them." 

 

Murong Xue smiled warmly and took the lotus. "Your second sister will take advantage of you then." 

 

Before Yun Lintian could speak, Nantian Fengyu suddenly arrived before him and said loudly. "Good 

junior brother. Your fifth sister will gladly accept your goodwill." Following that, she took one of the 

lotuses from his hand as well as a large portion of Profound Stones. 

Chapter 346: Recovery Time 

 

 

 

"Erm…" Yun Lintian was speechless for a while, looking at the busy Nantian Fengyu. This fifth sister of his 

was surely had no reservation at all. 

 

"Fifth sister. Your strength is mainly depending on your Divine Phoenix bloodline. These things are pretty 

much useless for you. Why don't you save some for others?" Yun Lintian reluctantly said. 

 

"What? Are you looking for a beating, junior brother?" Nantian Fengyu stopped her movement and 

waved her tiny fist at Yun Lintian. 

 

"You should listen to your junior brother. What he said is nothing wrong." Lin Zixuan said calmly. 

However, there was a trace of sternness in her voice, causing Nantian Fengyu to shudder. 

 

Nantian Fengyu pouted aggrievedly and reluctantly put a few Profound Stones back to the floor. 

 

"What about me? Do I have a share?" Han Bingling smiled charmingly as she looked at Yun Lintian. Her 

voice was extremely seductive, making Yun Lintian's heart itchy. 



 

Yun Lintian threw three Celestial Buddha Lotuses to Han Bingling and said. "You can give them to your 

people." 

 

Han Bingling received the lotuses and blew a kiss to Yun Lintian. "Thank you, mua~." 

 

Jiang Yingyue and Murong Xue had strange expressions on their face seeing Han Bingling's action. They 

couldn't believe the dignified Frozen Moon Palace Master had such a playful side.  

 

Meanwhile, Lin Xinyao was surprised slightly. She knew Han Bingling was like this whenever she was 

with her trusted aides, but she didn't expect her to show this side to Yun Lintian, too.  

 

Yun Lintian's face clamped a little and quickly changed the topic. "As for the seal on Miss Lin's body, give 

me some times to study first, and I will help you raise the power restriction." 

 

"You can call me by my name directly." Lin Xinyao spoke. She wanted to tell him this a long time ago. 

 

"Alright." Yun Lintian nodded. "Everyone, please be careful when you are taking the lotus. Don't stay 

alone. Find someone to guard you." 

 

"Understood." Everyone responded in unison. 

 

Since there was nothing to do here anymore, Yun Lintian excused himself and returned to his residence 

with Linlin. 

 

After Yun Lintian left, Lin Zixuan beckoned everyone to sit and said to Murong Xue. "I will leave the task 

calling your third and fourth sister back to you. Tell them I want to see them." 

 

Murong Xue accepted the task readily and left the bamboo hut. 

 

"Sister Zixuan, should we tell Senior Tian?" Han Bingling asked. 



 

Lin Zixuan shook her head. "It's better to hide this from him first. He is currently focusing on the Peng 

clan. We shouldn't distract him with this." She paused for a moment and said. "What we need to do 

right now is practice. I reckon Poison Valley would send someone over soon, and their target should be 

Yun Lintian. This time, they had failed miserably. According to my understanding of them, they would 

never swallow this anger. So, we need to protect him during this period." 

 

Han Bingling leaned back slightly and said. "Sister Zixuan, you might not know this. He doesn't like being 

watched. I once sent Muyue to secretly protect him, but his perception is extremely keen. He found out 

in almost an instant. I suggest that we shouldn't send someone to protect him." 

 

Seeing Lin Zixuan frowning, Han Bingling said further. "Don't worry about him. As you can see, he's so 

confident in himself. He didn't seem afraid that we would capture him when he took out all of these 

treasures. I believe he has other secrets that we don't know, and it should be something that could 

guarantee his safety." 

 

Lin Zixuan pondered for a while and finally nodded her head. She asked. "Have you checked on the 

Endless Sea recently?" 

 

"From the report I got, there is no major event over there. It is too calm. I'm afraid this is the calm 

before the storm." Han Bingling replied with a trace of worry. 

 

"That's for sure. There is no way that bastard Northern Endless Sea Lord could stay idle after so many 

failures recently." Lin Zixuan said. She turned to Jiang Yingyue and asked. "I heard Hong Wuya is now 

recovered. Is it true?" 

 

Jian Yingyue responded. "It's true, Master. Junior brother was the one who helped him." 

 

"Since that's the case, we should ask him to see Northern Endless Sea Lord. Perhaps we could gain 

something." Lin Zixuan expressed her opinion. 

 

Everyone in the academy knew the grudge between Hong Wuya and Northern Endless Sea Lord. His wife 

was killed by the latter. He tried to retaliate several times for these hundreds of years but failed every 

time. Hence, sending Hong Wuya over there would not arouse suspicions from anyone. 



 

"I'll talk with him. Right now, his Starry Hall isn't stable. I don't think he will leave for the time being." 

Han Bingling said.  

 

"It's fine. We can afford to wait for a few months." Lin Zixuan responded. 

 

After a while, Lin Zixuan said. "I'll try to consume this lotus now. I'll have to trouble you this time." 

 

Han Bingling smiled and said. "Why are you saying this?" 

 

*** 

 

Central Continent, Azure Palace. 

 

In a certain secret room where no light could penetrate, a male figure sitting calmly with his eyes closed 

on a small platform filled with countless runes. An intense vitality aura was revolving around his body, 

forming into a miniature cyclone. The man greedily absorbed it into his body. Evidently, he was trying to 

recover from his injuries. 

 

Suddenly, his eyes snapped open, and a frown appeared between his eyebrows. "Strange…" He 

muttered to himself while thinking of something. 

 

Unable to confirm his conjecture, he sent a sound transmission to someone. "Come to me." 

 

A while later, a tall figure appeared in front of the door with one knee on the ground. "What is your 

instruction, Master?" 

 

"Send someone to the Northern Continent. I want to know the status of that woman." The man in the 

room said. His voice was incomparably cold. 

 

"Understood, Master." The tall figure on the outside said, and his figure vanished from the spot 

afterward. 



 

"Lin Zixuan… I hope you don't do something stupid before I can personally kill you." The man said coldly 

as terrifying killing intense flashed across his eyes. 

Chapter 347: Forgotten Promise 

 

 

 

Yun Lintian was lying flat on the bed while contemplating the recent situation. There were too many 

things he had to prepare for in the near future. Whether it was Poison Valley, the Peng clan, or Weilan 

Tianjun's threat. Everything wasn't something he could confront face to face with his current strength. 

 

"Why did the mythical realm have to restrict the strength…." Yun Lintian muttered in dissatisfaction. He 

could break through to the Earth Profound Realm at any time, but he couldn't do it right away because 

he had to suppress his strength to enter the mythical realm. This kind of restriction was so annoying. 

 

"Big Brother Yun. Why did you reveal your treasure to them?" Linlin, who was curling beside Yun Lintian, 

asked curiously. According to her understanding of Yun Lintian, he shouldn't trust anyone easily. She 

didn't understand why did he suddenly reveal his treasure like that. 

 

Yun Lintian stroked Linlin's fur and answered. "Big brother wants to give them hope... Actually, five 

years are too short for us, the practitioners. It is almost impossible for us to raise our strength 

significantly even with the help of Moon Energy in this place. So, giving them these things is not only 

giving them hope but also serving as a motivation." 

 

"At the same time, we can test their characters by doing this… Resources are essential things for any 

practitioner. Even the calmest person in the world might not be able to resist the temptation facing 

these heavenly treasures. However, these people didn't show any trace of greed so far… Well, except for 

fifth sister." 

 

Yun Lintian smiled faintly and continued. "Big brother willing to trust them for the time being. Anyway, 

big brother still needs allies to deal with the enemy." 

 



Linlin closed her eyes, enjoying being caressed by Yun Lintian. She was aware that Yun Lintian could 

escape at any time, but she was still worried. Now, listening to his explanation, she immediately realized 

it was the case.  

 

The enemy Yun Lintian was about to face in the near future was too powerful for him to handle alone, 

and the disciples of the Misty Cloud Sect might not grow up in time. There was nothing wrong with him 

looking for an ally. 

 

After a while, Yun Lintian sat up and said. "Let's enter the Land of Beyond Heaven. Big brother needs to 

fetch something." 

 

Linlin nodded her head and jumped onto Yun Lintian's shoulder. However, before Yun Lintian could 

summon the Gate of Beyond Heaven, the transmission jade on his waist suddenly shone with white 

light, indicating someone had contacted him. 

 

When he picked it up, Cai Xuwen's voice immediately rang out from the other side. "Little Brother Yun, 

Junior Brother Yang has woken up now. Do you want to come over to take a look?" 

 

Yun Lintian thought for a moment and said. "I'll be there in a while." Following that, he put the 

transmission jade away and entered the Land of Beyond Heaven. 

 

Yun Lintian went straight to find Yun Qingrou at the medicine garden behind the villa and handed 

Dragon Grass that he had picked up from the Fallen Dragon Forest, along with a few droplets of Fallen 

Dragon's blood. 

 

"This is… Dragon Grass? And it's a perfect one." Looking at the golden dragon coiling shape grass in Yun 

Lintian's hand, Yun Qingrou was astonished. To this point, the Celestial Buddha Lotus was the highest-

rank magical plant she had seen so far. And now, another Divine-rank plant had appeared before her. 

What kind of heaven-defying luck did Yun Lintian have? 

 

"I don't know if we can grow it here. I will leave it to you." Yun Lintian said with a smile. 

 

"There shouldn't be a problem." Yun Qingrou carefully took the Dragon Grass and the bottle of dragon 

blood away while speaking.  



 

"Do we have a fire spirit pill here? A bottle can do." Yun Lintian asked. He had two purposes on coming 

here — finding suitable profound art for himself and fetching the Fire Spirit pill for Yang Chen. 

 

"There are a few of them. You can go to the treasure hall." Yun Qingrou said and walked toward a 

vacant space on the east side, searching for a suitable place to plant the Dragon Grass. 

 

Yun Lintian turned around and headed toward the center pagoda on Misty Lake. Along the way, he saw 

the disciples playing with the children in the pavilions. Joyous laughter could be heard from time to 

time. It seemed the children had recovered from the trauma and willing to trust everyone here now. 

 

"Headmaster." Suddenly, a female's voice rang out from behind, causing Yun Lintian to stop his track 

and turn around to look at the voice owner. 

 

"Yun Ci?" Yun Lintian was surprised slightly seeing Yun Ci standing there. During this period, Yun Lintian 

hadn't interacted with her much as he was busy with his own things. He remembered he had promised 

to find her mother, Yun Xilou, but he had completely forgotten about it. 

 

"Sorry, I forgot about your mother's matter." Yun Lintian said apologetically. 

 

Yun Ci shook her head with a smile. "I know Headmaster is busy. There's nothing to apologize with." She 

changed the topic. "Headmaster, where are you heading to?" 

 

Yun Lintian looked into her eyes for a moment and did not see any resentment in them. He replied. "I'm 

going to fetch something from the treasure hall. How about you? What are you doing recently?" 

 

Yun Lintian discovered Yun Ci's strength had already reached the peak of Spirit Profound Realm. From a 

mortal a few months ago to this point. This speed was extremely terrifying. The so-called heavenly 

geniuses on the outside could not compare to her at all. 

 

Yun Ci smiled as she answered. "I am learning alchemy under Teacher Qingrou right now. I want to be 

useful for everyone here." 

 



Yun Lintian was surprised slightly. Out of all arts, alchemy was the most difficult one. It needed a lot of 

patience as well as persistence. Yun Ci's character was too weak, but she actually chose to learn this. 

One could see how determined she was. 

 

Yun Lintian took a deep look at Yun Ci for a moment and said. "I know you have something to tell me. 

Why don't you say it out?" 

 

Yun Ci was startled for a second and became hesitant. She took a deep breath and said. "I want to go 

out, Headmaster." 

Chapter 348: Third Sister? 

 

 

 

"Go out?" Yun Lintian frowned slightly. "You want to find your mother by yourself?" 

 

Yun Ci nodded her head firmly. "Recently, I had a bad feeling in my heart. I'm afraid something might 

happen to my parents." 

 

Yun Lintian thought for a moment and said. "I understand your feeling… But your current strength is not 

enough to go out alone. How about this? I'll ask the Cloud Shadow team to investigate this matter first. 

You can practice at ease during this period. When they find the clue, I won't stop you from leaving." 

 

Yun Ci was disappointed, but she understood Yun Lintian was worried about her safety. She had no 

objection. "Thank you, Headmaster. I'm sorry for bringing this matter up." 

 

Yun Lintian waved his hand dismissively. "There's nothing wrong with it. I would be the same if I were 

you. On the contrary, it's my neglect for forgetting my promise." 

 

"Mom!" As Yun Ci was about to say something further, the little girl Yun Xian suddenly trotted toward 

her with a few children following behind her. 

 

Yun Lintian and Yun Ci turned to look at the incoming group of children, and the latter greeted. 

"Xian'er." 



 

Yun Xian quickly arrived beside her mother and greeted Yun Lintian with a sweet smile. "Big Brother 

Yun." 

 

Yun Lintian rubbed Yun Xian's head and asked. "You've grown taller, Xian'er." He then turned to the 

children with their arms severed behind Yun Xian and said. "Hello. Do you like this place?" 

 

One of the children hurriedly replied with an innocent expression. "I like it. This place must be a paradise 

that my mother had told me. Thank you, big brother, for bringing us here." 

 

The other children were also nodding their heads vigorously. It had been a week since they came to this 

place. At first, they were afraid they would get tortured as before, but they were wrong. Everyone here 

was so kind to them and treated them well, making them completely forget the previous nightmare. 

 

Yun Lintian was happy for them. He exchanged a few words with them before heading toward the 

treasure hall. 

 

Entering the treasure hall, Yun Lintian looked around interestingly. This was the first time he had come 

here since it was completed. 

 

The interior of the treasure hall was no different from the other floors in this pagoda. The floor was laid 

with high-quality white marble, carving with countless invisible runes, forming into the Saint-level killing 

formation prepared for an intruder. 

 

There were four extended wooden shelves arranged neatly on the four walls, and a lot of jade bottles 

could be seen on them. 

 

Nearby the stair, a young woman was sitting behind a small wooden counter, looking at Yun Lintian with 

a smile as she greeted. "Welcome to the treasure hall, Headmaster." 

 

Yun Lintian returned the greets with a smile. "How come you are here, Yun Ting?" 

 



This treasurer was no other than Yun Ting, who had entered the Blazing Sun Mythical Realm with Yun 

Lintian. She replied. "It's Sister Chan who arranged for me to work here." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded his head slightly. During this period, Yun Ruanyu gave Yun Chan to manage the 

overall situation and used this chance to train her. There was nothing strange seeing Yun Chan's trusted 

aide like Yun Ting here. After all, the treasure hall was an important place. 

 

"I'll take some Fire Spirit pills away. Can you tell me where they are?" Yun Lintian said while scanning the 

jade bottles on the shelves. 

 

Yun Ting went straight to the shelf behind her and fetched five jade bottles before handing them to Yun 

Lintian. "Here, Headmaster." 

 

Yun Lintian received the jade bottles and opened them to check the content. After confirming it was the 

Fire Spirit pill, Yun Lintian thanked Yun Ting and left the Land of Beyond Heaven right away. 

 

The moment Yun Lintian appeared in the room, he suddenly felt a powerful Spiritual Sense swept over, 

but it failed to penetrate the isolation formation around his residence. 

 

"Who is it?" Yun Lintian frowned and spread his Spiritual Sense out. 

 

On the outside, a tall woman clad in an azure-colored robe with her hair hung down to her waist, 

standing before Yun Lintian's residence. The most distinctive feature on her face was her pupils. They 

were golden in color, resembling dragon's pupils Yun Lintian had seen on Fallen Dragon. An oppressive 

aura kept emitting from her body, making her look terrifying.  

 

Yun Lintian was puzzled. Who was this person? And why did she look so aggressive?  

 

Suddenly, Yun Lintian recalled a piece of information that Murong Xue had told him before. The 

mysterious third sister has been looking for someone to fight with. Could this woman be her? 

 

Thinking of this, Yun Lintian walked out of the house and observed the woman with caution. He didn't 

know what her purpose in coming here was. Was she looking for a fight? 



 

As he was observing her, the woman was also watching him. She had just returned to Moonlight Peak 

and heard she had a junior brother. That was why she came here to see him. 

 

"Are you my third sister?" Seeing the woman had no intention of introducing herself, Yun Lintian finally 

asked. 

 

The woman replied expressionlessly. "Long Feiyan." 

 

Yun Lintian smiled amiably and walked toward her. "My name is Yun Lintian. Please take care of me, 

third sister." 

 

The woman, Long Feiyan, didn't say anything, but terrifying profound energy started to revolve around 

her. With a wave of her hand, her profound energy immediately transformed into several sharp golden 

lights and shot toward Yun Lintian at full speed. 

 

Yun Lintian's face instantly changed color. He instinctively executed Shadow Step to perfectly avoid the 

incoming attack.  

 

However, when he reappeared several meters away, his body immediately tensed up as he was 

enveloped with a tyrannical aura. His instinct kept screaming "danger" in his mind, and his brain quickly 

sent a command to move his entire body away from the position. 

 

Boom! 

 

Unfortunately, before Yun Lintian could react, the surrounding area suddenly burst into a blazing 

explosion, immediately sending him to fly into the air like a cannonball. 

 

Roar— 

 

At this moment, Linlin jumped out of Yun Lintian's shoulder and transformed into a giant tiger before 

landing on the ground, receiving Yun Lintian onto her back and letting out a thunderous cry. Her face 

was incomparably cold as she stared at Long Feiyan. 



Chapter 349: Golden Dragon Bloodline 

 

 

 

"You inferior golden dragon bloodline dare to attack Big Brother Yun. You deserve to die!" Linlin snarled 

coldly at Long Feiyan. Around her body, countless golden lightning sparks flashed intensively, looking 

extremely terrifying. 

 

Long Feiyan's pupils constricted, looking at Linlin with a solemn expression. She was a descendant of the 

Central Continent's Long clan. The Long clan's ancestor had luckily inherited a genuine golden dragon 

bloodline and passed it down to his descendant. How come the tiger in front of her said her bloodline 

was inferior? 

 

At the same time, Long Feiyan could feel a strong suppression aura coming out from Linlin, causing her 

golden dragon bloodline to shake violently. What exactly was this tiger? 

 

"Ugh…" Yun Lintian groaned in pain and sat up on Linlin's back. He wiped the bloodstain out of the 

corner of his mouth while staring at Long Feiyan… Golden dragon bloodline? 

 

"Linlin, is she having the golden dragon bloodline?" Yun Lintian asked through a sound transmission. 

 

"Heh!" Linlin snorted coldly and explained. "She indeed has the golden dragon bloodline, but it is only an 

inferior version. The real Golden Dragon is one of the five dragon gods under the Primordial Azure 

Dragon God. Obviously, there is no chance for a mortal to inherit his bloodline. I guess her ancestor was 

deceived by a lowest-class golden python." 

 

Yun Lintian's brows raised in surprise. He was surprised by Long Feiyan's bloodline and Linlin's arrogant 

posture. This was the first time he saw her acting like this. It seemed she was truly angry this time. 

 

Yun Lintian caressed Linlin's fluffy collar fur gently, trying to calm her down. "Don't be angry. Let big 

brother handle this." 

 



Being caressed by Yun Lintian, Linlin's expression softened slightly, but she still stubbornly said. "This 

woman is too hateful. I want to teach her a lesson." 

 

"It's alright. She obviously had no malicious intent in her earlier attack. Big brother guesses that she is 

big brother's third sister, and she probably wants to test big brother's strength." Yun Lintian said softly. 

 

Hearing this, Linlin gave a fierce glare at Long Feiyan and reluctantly transformed back to her miniature 

form. 

 

Yun Lintian landed on the ground and looked at Long Feiyan. "I don't know what your purpose is on 

doing this, but I don't mind accompanying you to play." 

 

Following that, Yun Lintian stomped on the ground. His entire body instantly turned into a shadowy 

figure, charging at Long Feiyan.  

 

Long Feiyan put her messy thoughts aside and concentrated on the battle in front of her. Her Spiritual 

Sense spread out like a tidal stream, covering the entire surrounding area. To her surprise, she could not 

find a trace of Yun Lintian's presence at all. It was as though he had thoroughly disappeared from the 

place. 

 

Long Feiyan's eyes narrowed slightly. A powerful golden aura quickly burst out of her body, forming into 

a golden dome that speedily expands outward in every direction. 

 

Perceiving the power within the golden dome, Yun Lintian knew his current power might not be able to 

penetrate it, but he had to try anyway. Otherwise, he could only forget about defeating her. 

 

In a flash, Yun Lintian reappeared a few steps behind Long Feiyan. He clenched his right fist and punched 

out. Fire and lightning virtual dragons shot out of his fist and went straight at the golden dome. 

 

Boom! 

 

The golden dome shook violently under Yun Lintian's Dragon Fist. It swiftly solidified itself, turning its 

outer area into a sturdy golden metal wall, and managed to stop the fire and lightning dragons. 



 

After confirming Yun Lintian's position with her Spiritual Sense, Long Feiyan's figure became blurred and 

disappeared from the spot before reappearing behind Yun Lintian. Her arm was suddenly covered with a 

golden metal as he sent out a punch at the latter's back. 

 

However, Yun Lintian had anticipated this since he chose to show himself. His body quickly sank into the 

ground, trying to avoid Long Feiyan's punch. Unfortunately, he had underestimated Long Feiyan's scope 

of the attack. The burst aura around her punch was extremely wide, and it swept Yun Lintian away 

before he could completely avoid it. 

 

Boom! 

 

Yun Lintian felt as if he was being hit by a truck as he was sent away to the distance while coughing up 

fresh blood. 

 

Long Feiyan did not give Yun Lintian a breather. She swiftly closed the gap and appeared beside Yun 

Lintian before he could even land on the ground and sent out another punch at Yun Lintian's abdomen 

area. 

 

Bang! 

 

Yun Lintian was hit hard and immediately crashed onto the ground, creating a giant hole in it. His entire 

body was trembling in pain, and several crackle sounds could be heard coming out of it. 

 

"Big Brother Yun!" Linlin screamed loudly and was about to transform, but she was interrupted by Yun 

Lintian's sound transmission. 

 

"Don't act. Big brother is fine." 

 

At this moment, Yun Lintian's pupils shone brightly in golden light, and he disappeared into thin air. 

 

A frown appeared on Long Feiyan's pretty face. She couldn't believe Yun Lintian could still move after 

receiving her last attack. Looked like this junior brother of hers had an unusually powerful physique. 



 

While she was thinking, Yun Lintian had reappeared a hundred meters away from Long Feiyan with 

countless golden lightning sparks around him. The golden light in his eyes shone brighter than before as 

he pointed his index finger toward the sky. 

 

All of a sudden, black clouds quickly gathered together and completely blocked all the sunlight. Thunder 

roarings began to reverberate throughout the entire academy, causing everyone to look at the sky 

alarmingly. 

 

Long Feiyan's complexion abruptly changed because she perceived an immense power gradually brew 

up in the sky. She swiftly reacted and rushed to Yun Lintian at full speed. 

 

Yun Lintian's eyes fixated on Long Feiyan, and the corner of his mouth curled up into a confident grin. 

 

"Take this, third sister." Yun Lintian shouted and lowered his finger, pointing toward Long Feiyan. 

 

Instantaneously, the sky flashed with thunder sparks, producing a thick lightning bolt to descend on top 

of Long Feiyan. 

Chapter 350: Sky Ranking 

 

 

 

Long Feiyan's expression turned grave. Her golden aura burst forth and hastily transformed into several 

layers of solid metal barriers above her head. 

 

Zzzzz…Bang! 

 

The thick lightning bolt instantly penetrated Long Feiyan's golden metal barrier with no problem and 

struck her body directly.  

 

Long Feiyan was heavily crashed onto the ground by the irresistible lightning strike. Her entire body was 

seriously burned; every single place on her body had turned into charcoal black. Her limbs were 



constantly twitched by the lightning energy left within her. Her current appearance was so miserable, 

extremely contrasted with when she first appeared. 

 

Yun Lintian let out a long breath, and a wave of fatigue immediately hit him. Earlier, he had mobilized 

the Thunder and called for the lightning strike with half of its original power. This move drained a lot of 

his profound energy as well as his mental power. In the future, he had to save this for the last resort. 

 

He looked at Long Feiyan in the distance and couldn't help thinking whether he had gone overboard.  

 

"You surely didn't hold back, junior brother." At this moment, Murong Xue appeared beside Long Feiyan 

along with Jiang Yingyue, Nantian Fengyu, and the short-haired woman Yun Lintian had seen before. 

They glanced at Long Feiyan and turned to look at Yun Lintian in amazement. 

 

Yun Lintian smiled awkwardly. "Sorry." 

 

"My good junior brother did nothing wrong. Third sister had obviously started this first. She didn't hold 

back too. If it wasn't because of junior brother's strong physique, he would probably lie on the bed for 

several months by now." Nantian Fengyu interjected, and there was a hint of pleasure in her voice. It 

seemed she had a slight grudge against Long Feiyan. 

 

"Stop talking and help Feiyan first." Jiang Yingyue said and carefully poured her profound energy to 

stabilize Long Feiyan's injuries. 

 

Nantian Fengyu pursed her mouth and watched silently with no intention of helping. 

 

Meanwhile, the short-haired woman stared at Yun Lintian attentively. Her eyes were clearly leaking with 

greed as if she had discovered a priceless treasure. 

 

Being stared like this, every strand of hair on Yun Lintian's body involuntarily stood up, and he 

subconsciously stepped back. 

 



Murong Xue noticed this and chuckled. "You two haven't met each other before, right? This is your 

fourth sister, Wu Qingcheng." She then turned to the short-haired woman, Wu Qingcheng, and said. 

"This is our junior brother, Yun Lintian." 

 

The more Wu Qingcheng looked at Yun Lintian, the brighter her eyes became. She strode forward and 

said excitedly. "Junior brother, do you want to get rich?" 

 

Yun Lintian was taken aback and glanced at Murong Xue for help. The latter curled her lips, unwilling to 

say anything, and looked at them with gusto. 

 

Helplessly, Yun Lintian turned to Wu Qingcheng and asked uncertainly. "What instruction do you have, 

fourth sister?" 

 

Wu Qingcheng patted Yun Lintian's shoulder and said enthusiastically. "With your strength, I believe no 

one in the same realm as yours could be your opponent. Why don't we use this chance to earn a wave of 

money? You can simply challenge anyone, and your fourth sister will be responsible for opening the 

betting table. How about it? It's a good idea, right?" 

 

Yun Lintian's mouth twitched slightly and said wryly. "Sorry, fourth sister. I'm not interested in money, 

and I don't want to show myself in public." 

 

Wu Qingcheng gave a profound smile to Yun Lintian and said slowly. "You have no choice now. I have 

already sent a challenge letter on your behalf. Your first match will start tomorrow." 

 

"What…" Yun Lintian wanted to curse out loud, but he managed to hold back timely. His brows creased 

together as he said coldly. "Why are you doing this, fourth sister?" 

 

Facing Yun Lintian's cold expression, Wu Qingcheng didn't seem to be affected in the slightest. She 

responded with a smile. "Have you ever heard the sky ranking?" She didn't wait for Yun Lintian to reply 

and continued. "The sky ranking is our academy's power ranking. As long as you can enter the top ten 

rankings, you will receive a huge amount of resources. I know you have a lot of heaven-defying 

treasures. These resources are probably a joke in your eyes, but it doesn't mean your senior sisters don't 

need them." 

 



Wu Qingcheng deliberately paused for a moment and said further. "And now, our master is recovering 

her former strength. Don't you think these resources are useful for her?… Also, entering the top ten 

rankings will give you a chance to compete for the Heavenly Sword Summit's quota. I think you should 

have heard about it before, right?" 

 

Yun Lintian wanted to tell her that he had all the resources everyone needed, and they were almost 

unlimited too, but he didn't say it in the end. After all, it would be too suspicious. When he heard about 

the Heavenly Sword Summit part, his interest was piqued immediately. 

 

Yun Lintian had never seen this Heavenly Sword before, but he believed it was definitely a peerless 

treasure. Who knows, he might have a chance to obtain it. 

 

"But that means I have to face a Saint Profound Realm student. I'm afraid I can't reach the top ten 

ranking with my current strength." Yun Lintian expressed his thought. 

 

Wu Qingcheng laughed slightly and pointed at Long Feiyan. "She's at the peak of the Saint Profound 

Realm, but you still can subdue her. Don't you think your statement is a bit ridiculous?" 

 

Yun Lintian shook his head. "It's not the same, fourth sister. That's my trump card, and I cannot use it 

freely at will. No matter what, I am just the Origin Profound practitioner." 

 

Wu Qingcheng frowned slightly and said. "It's fine if you can't enter the top ten right now. Wait until 

your strength reaches the Ruler Profound Realm. I believe no one in this academy would be your 

opponent." 

 

Wu Qingcheng possessed an incredibly sharp perception. She could clearly see Yun Lintian's potential 

and power ceiling from the earlier battle. If she guessed correctly, his true strength could rival a 

practitioner with two great realms higher than his. In her opinion, the peak Monarch might not 

necessarily be his opponent when he reached the Ruler Profound Realm. 

 


